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LTAIG ANNUAL REPORT 1998/99 
 
 

The Library Technicians’ and Assistants’ Interest Group (LTAIG) efforts this year concerned our brochure, 
Web site, List-Serve and a very successful CE session for ILL practitioners. 

The brochure (folder) was completed in time for our meeting and presentation in June at CLA in Victoria.  
Future plans for this folder include closer cooperation with the BCLA office to better direct the focus and 
purpose of the folder and to achieve a quality printing job similar to the BCLA folder also available.  

LTAIG-List was launched, with the willing cooperation of Patricia Sutherland, from the BCLA office.  Our 
Interest Group secretary, Laurette Rajotte, has updated the welcome message and acts as list manager.  
There are currently 146 subscribers to LTAIG-List.  In January, 1999 a cross-check was done to ensure 
that all BCLA members who had indicated an interest in LTAIG were added. 

An issue of the LTAIG newsletter ASTECH was prepared for distribution with the BCLA Reporter and at 
the conference.  We seem to be able to handle an “annual” edition only.  Our thanks to editor, Harley 
Monks for his work on this publication.  

Our Web site is visited by people from all parts of Canada and the United States.  The LTAIG executive 
have answered questions by email prompted by visits to our site. Ollie Kachmar of the LTAIG executive 
and Heather Marsmann from Victoria work together to keep the site current. 

In October an Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery Roundtable, hosted by LTAIG, was attended by over 
40 practitioners in this exciting area of library work. The event was the brain child of Janet Mensah of the 
Justice Institute Library.  LTAIG wishes to thank Janet for giving us this opportunity to sponsor and host a 
continuing education session primarily for Library Technicians and Assistants.  

LTAIG meetings are held every second month.  The Executive and Newsletter editor meet between 
general meetings whenever needed.  Meeting location is a concern for the group.  We held one meeting 
at the BCLA office location but our need for evening hours has made this a difficulty.  The Metrotown 
Branch of the Burnaby Public Library continues to provide our most convenient and cost free alternative.  

The BCLA Conference Planning Committee asked for a representative from LTAIG to be active in the 
preparations for BCLA99. Christine Stojakovic worked on the Program Planning Committee.   LTAIG will 
sponsor two sessions at the conference.   

LTAIG wishes to thank Michael Burris, BCLA Executive Director and the Board of Directors for their work 
on the “Policy on Job Postings”.  This document supports our goal of educating those in a position to hire 
library staff about  applicants with a validly recognized Library Technician’s Diploma.  

LTAIG looks forward to another year of growth and in particular closing the gap between those interested 
in our group and those who actually have BCLA memberships.   Thank you for your support.  

 
 

 


